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Abstract 
Pickands constants play an important role in the exact asymptotic of extreme values for 
Gaussian stochastic processes. By the generali::::ed Pickands constant £,1 we mean the limit 
;tt; I' £.i ( T) 
.. ~=T~;,,-T-, 
where £.i(T) = IEexp(maxrE[O,TJ (V'2ri(t) - O"~(t))) and 17(t) is a centered Gaussian process with 
stationary increments and variance function cr~(t). 
Under some mild conditions on O"~(t) we prove that £,1 is well defined and we give a compar-
ison criterion for the generalized Pickands constants. Moreover we prove a theorem that extends 
result of Pickands for certain stationary Gaussian processes. 
As m1 application we obtain the exact asymptotic behavior of ijf(u) = IP'(sup,;;, 0 ((t) - et > u) 
as u -> oo, where ((x) = J~' Z(s)ds and Z(s) is a stationary centered Gaussian process with 
covariance function R(t) fulfilling some integrability conditions. @ 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Pickands III ( l 969a, b) found an elegant way of computing the exact asymptotics of 
the probability IP'(max1E[O,TJ X(t) > u) for a centered stationary Gaussian process X(t) 
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with covariance function R(t) = 1 - itl(i + o(!t!ix) as t -+ 0, a E (0, 2] and R(t) < 1 for 
all t > 0. For such a process he proved 
IP> ( max X ( t) > u) = .Jrs 1, Tu21 CL 'l' ( u )( 1 + o( 1 )) as u -+ oo, ( 1.1 ) IE[O,T] "· 
where .Jfs,,, is the Pickands constant and 'l'(u) is the tail distribution of standard 
normal la~~ Recall that Jirs./2 is defined by the following limit: 
£i . = lim 1Eexp(max1E[O,TJJ2Bo:;2(t) - Var(Ba;2(t))) (1.2) 
B,12 T->oo T ' 
where B(i;2(t) is a fractional Brownian motion (FBM) with Hurst parameter a/2, that 
is a centered Gaussian process with stationary increments, continuous sample paths 
and variance function Var(Ba;2(t)) = t(i. Pickands proved ( 1.1) using the double sum 
method, that is by breaking the interval [O, T] into several subintervals on which the 
following asymptotics may be applied: for each T > 0 
IP> ( sup X(t) > u) = £s,,2 (T)'l'(u)(l + o(l)) (1.3) 
tE[O,Tu-21•] 
as u -+ oo, where 
£s •. 2(T) = IE exp ( max ( v'2Ba;2(t) - Var(Bct;2{t)))) . 
I IE[O,T] (1.4) 
Asymptotics ( 1.3) is a useful tool for computing the exact asymptotics in extreme value 
theory for a wide class of Gaussian processes (see Piterbarg, 1996). Unfortunately it 
does not cover all the cases interesting in applications (see for example the class of 
Gaussian integrated processes considered in Dybicki, 1999 ). In particular the stationarity 
assumption seem to be too strong. We present an extension of ( 1.3) in Section 2 
(Theorem 2.1 ). 
It turns out that the asymptotics obtained in Theorem 2.1 yields a natural extension 
of Pickands constants. Namely instead of FBM B!J.;2(t) in (1.2) there appear more 
general centered Gaussian processes 17(t) with stationary increments. 
Throughout this article 17(t) is a centered Gaussian process with stationary increments, 
a.s. continuous sample paths, 71( 0) = 0 and such that the variance function V ar( 17(t)) = 
a~(t) satisfies 
Cl a~(t)EC 1 ([0,oo)) is strictly increasing and there exists e > 0 such that 
t0-2(t) 
lim sup ---;--( ) ::E; e; 
1-+oo O"rJ t 
(1.5) 
C2 a~(t) is regularly varying at 0 with index ixo E (0,2] and a~(t) is regularly varying 
at oo with index a00 E (0, 2). 
In the paper we use the notation 0-2 (t) or iP(t) for the derivatives of a2(t). 
Note that Cl is strongly related to C2. In fact if a~(t) satisfies Cl in such a way 
that limt->oo a~(t) = oo and limt->oo t&~(t)/a~(t) = e, then a~(t) is regularly varying 
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at oo and ':1. 00 = 8 (see Bingham et al., 1987, p. 59). Conversely if a;,(t) is regularly 
varying at oo and er~( t) is ultimately monotone, then ( 1.5) holds. 
For 11(t) that satisfies C 1-C2 define 
J'(,1(T) = IE exp ( max ( h17(t) - a~(t))) . ( 1.6) 
IE[O,T] 
More generally for independent centered Gaussian processes with stationary increments 
17 1 (t ), .. ., l)N(t) that satisfy C l-C2, where the indices ofregularity of variance functions 
may differ for each process, we define 
Ytry1, .. ,,1N( T) = IE exp ( max v ( {2 t. 1];(t;) - _!__ t a~,(t; )) ) . ( 1.7) 
(11 •.. .,t.v)E[O,T]' v N i=I N i=l 
Note that in a special case, when 17(t) = B.~;2(t) and N = 1, we obtain the constants 
Yfs".,(T) defined in (1.4). We analyze properties of .Yfry1, ••• ,,,N(T) in Section 3. 
By the generalized Pickands constant .yt;, we understand 
r J'(,1( T) - .Yf. T~~ -T- - .. ,,, 
provided that the limit exists. In Section 3 (see Theorem 3 .1) we prove that under 
conditions Cl-C2 this limit exists, is positive and finite. Moreover in Theorem 3.2 we 
give a comparison criterion for generalized Pickands constants. 
With l)(t) we associate a family {X,i; 11 (t), u > O} (indexed by u > 0) of centered 
Gaussian processes, where the relation between 11(t) and X 11 ;11 (t) is given by assumption 
DO presented in Section 2. By the attached bar we always mean the standardized 
process, that is X(t) =X(t)/ax(t). 
In Section 2 (Theorem 2.1) we extend asymptotics ( 1.3) to a standardized family of 
Gaussian fields { X,,; 11 ( t ), u > 0} that satisfy condition DO. 
Combination of Theorem 2.1 with the double sum method yields new exact asymp-
totics in extreme value theory. In particular in Section 4 we present Theorem 4.1 
which extends results of Piterbarg, 1996 and enables us to obtain exact asymptotics 
for some families of Gaussian processes { Xq;uU ), u > 0}, where for sufficiently large 
u the variance function a"J,1)t) attains maximum at a unique point t,,. 
Recently the asymptotics of 
t/l(u) =IP (sup((t) - et> u) 
t;,,O 
for a centercd Gaussian process ((t) with stationary increments and c > 0 was studied 
in many papers; sec e.g. Norros (1994), D9bicki and Rolski (1995, 2000), and Kulka-
rni and Rolski ( 1994 ). The problem of analyzing t/l( u) stemmed from the theory of 
Gaussian fluid models, where the following cases are of special interest: 
• ((x) = J; Z(s) ds, where Z(s) is a stationary centered Gaussian process with covari-
ance function R(t) = IEZ(O)Z(t) fulfilling some integrability conditions; we call such 
the case integrated Gaussian (I G ), 
• ((x) = Brx;2(t) being a fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter a/2, where 
rx E (0, 2). 
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The last model was recently studied by Hiisler and Piterbarg ( 1999) who obtained 
exact asymptotic of t/l(u) for ((x) being a fractional Brownian motion; see also Narayan 
(1998). Theorem 4.1, presented in Section 4, enables us to obtain the exact asymptotics 
of t/l(u) for a class of IG processes that play an important role in the fluid model theory 
and is not covered by the results of Hiisler and Piterbarg (1999). Namely we focus on 
the case where ((x)= J; Z(s)ds possesses the short range dependence (SRD) property, 
that is the covariance function R(t) of Z(t) fulfills 
SRD.l R(t)EC([O,oo)), lim1--+00 tR(t)=O; 
SRD.2 J~ R(s) ds > 0 for each t > 0 and t = oo; 
SRD.3 f000 s2 IR(s)I ds < oo. 
We exclude from the following considerations the degenerated case R(O) = 0. We 
comment on assumptions SRD and give the exact asymptotic of t/l(u) for '(t) E SRD 
in Section 5. 
2. Extension of Pickands theorem 
We write {X,,;u(t), u > O} for the family of centered Gaussian processes {X,,;u(t): 
t ~ O} (u > 0) and assume that for each u > 0 the Gaussian process X11;u(t) has con-
tinuous trajectories. The family {X11;u(t),u > O} is related to a Gaussian process 17(!) 
with stationary increments and variance function a~(t) that satisfies Cl-C2 in such a 
way that the following assumption holds 
DO There exist functions Ll(u) and f(u) such that 
1
1 - Cov(X11;u(t),X 11;u(s)) I ~ -1 -o 
s,tEJ(u) cr~(lt -si)/j2(u) 
as u - oo, where J(u) = [ - Ll(u), Ll(u)] and 17(t) is a centered Gaussian process with 
stationary increments and variance function cr~(t) that satisfies Cl-C2. 
Remark 2.1. The assumption that a~(t) is strictly increasing ensures that asymptotically 
(for large u) Cov(X11 ;u(t),X11;u(s)) is a decreasing function of It - sl for s, t EJ(u). It 
plays a crucial role in the technique of the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 (Lemmas 
6.1 and 6.2 ). 
In the sequel we present families of Gaussian processes that satisfy DO. 
Example 2.1. Assumption DO covers the class of Gaussian processes analyzed by 
Pickands III (1969a). Namely let X(t) be a stationary centered Gaussian process 
with covariance function R(t) such that R(t) = 1 - ltlC( + o(ltJC() as t - 0 (ix E (0,2]). 
Straightforward calculation shows that X(t) satisfies DO with 17(t) =Bv.;2(t) (and thus 
cr~(t)= Jtj"), Ll(u) such that limu-+oo Ll(u)=O and f(u)= 1. This immediately implies 
that, for a given function h(u) > 0, the family {X11;u(t) = X(t/h(u)),u} satisfies DO 
with 17(t) = Bv.;2(t), Ll(u) such that limu-+oo Ll(u)/h(u) = 0 and f(u) = hal2(u). 
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Presented in this section Theorem 2.1 enables us to relax assumption that X(t) in 
( 1.3) is stationary (which in view of further considerations is too restrictive) and to 
give the exact asymptotic for families of Gaussian processes {X 'l;uU)} for which the 
structure of covariance function changes with parameter u. In Example 2.2 we present 
such a family. This family plays a crucial role in the rest of the paper. 
Example 2.2. Consider a centered Gaussian process ((t) with stationary increments 
and the variance function a~(t) that satisfies Cl-C2. Define X'l;u(t)=((h(u)+t) where 
h( u) is such that limu-.oo h( u) = oo. In the following lemma we show how the structure 
of covariance function of X'1; 11(t) depends on u, appropriately satisfying DO. 
Lemma 2.1. If ((t) is a centered Gaussian process with stationary increments that 
satisfies Cl-C2, then for h(u) such that lim11_,00 h(u) = oo, the process X'l;u(t) = 
((h(u) + t) satisfies DO with f(u) = .J2a,(h(u)), 17(t) =((I) and Ll(u) such that 
limu-.00 Ll(u )/h(u) = 0. 
Proof. Lets < t. From the definition of X'l;u(t) 
Cov(X. (t) X. (s))- 1 = (a,(h(u) + t) - a,(h(u) +s))2 
l/.u ' 'J,u 2a,(h(u) + s )a,(h(u) + t) 
a~(!t-s!) 
--~~---- = W1 - W2. (2.1) 
2a,(h(u) + s)a,(h(u) + t) 
Since a,(t) is regularly varying at oo with index ix00 E(0,2) it suffices to show that 
Wi/W2 -+ 0 uniformly for s, t E [ - Ll(u), Ll(u)] as u-+ oo. It follows from the fact that 
for sufficiently large u 
W1 (a,(h(u)+t)-a,(h(u)+s))2 (az(h(u)+t)-a~(h(u)+s))2 
W2 = a~(lt-s!) = '1f(lt-si)(a,(h(u)+t)+a,(h(u)+s))2 
( a~(h(u) + t) - a~(h(u) + s) )2 
,.:::: ' ' 
"" 4o-zClt - sl)af(h(u)- Ll(u)) 
1 [t-s[d'~(h(u)+p) ( )
2 
= 4 a,(!t - s!)a,(h(u) - Ll(u)) (2.2) 
( )
2 
2 ar;(h(u) + p) [t - s[ 
:::::;e ' (h(u)+p) a,([t-s[) (2.3) 
where from the mean value theorem there exists p E [s, t] such that (2.2) is satisfied. 
Inequality in line (2.3) is a consequence of the fact that by Cl, for sufficiently large 
u, there exists e > 0 such that az(h(u) + p):::::; e(al(h(u) + p)/(h(u) + p)). 
Combination of (2.3) with the fact that a,(t)/t is regularly varying at oo with index 
(ixoo/2) - I < 0 implies that in order to complete the proof it is enough to show that 
lim sup Ix( I ) < oo. (2.4) 
x-.o ac x 
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Since 
then for sufficiently small x > 0 
(2.5) 
From the mean value theorem for each x there exists Px E [O, x] such that a~( 1) -
a;(l - x) = xO-~(I - Px). Combining it with (2.5), for sufficiently small x > 0, we get 
' . ' 
x/a::,(x) ~ 4ac(l )/a~(l ), which implies (2.4 ). 
This completes the proof. D 
Remark 2.2. Families of Gaussian processes considered in Example 2.2 appeared in the 
analysis of some Gaussian fluid models (Massoulie and Simonian, 1997). Logarithmic 
asymptotics of supremum of such families of Gaussian processes was obtained by 
Dybicki (1999). 
We need the following notation. Let X,11 ;,,(t ), X ,12 ;11(t ), ... ,X,1N;u(t) be independent 
families of centered Gaussian processes that satisfy DO with common Ll(u) = T > 0 
and f(u). Define 
- 1 N -
x,,j, ... ,l/N;u(fi, ..• ,lN) = ffi LX11;;11(t;). 
1=! 
Theorem 2.1. Let n(u) be such that lim11_,00 n( u) = oo and lirn11_,00 f ( u )/n( u) = I. 
Then 
D=D ( sup. . X ~,, ... ,,1N;11(t1, .•. , lN) > n(u )) 
(11 •... ,/N )E[O,Tj-' 
= Jlt,/l, .. ,ry,v(T)'P(n(u))(l + o(l )) as u--) oo. (2.6) 
Proof. We present the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Section 6.1. D 
3. Generalized Pickands constants 
In this section we define and study properties of generalized Pickands constants. 
We begin with a subadditivity property of Yt,11 , .. ,1/N(T). 
Lemma 3.1. If 171(t), ... ,1/N(t) are independent centered Gaussian processes with 
stationary increments that satisfv CI-C2, then for all TEN 
(3.1) 
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Proof. The complete proof is presented in Section 6. 0 
In the rest of this section we concentrate on the one-dimensional case of Yf,,(T). Note 
that the same argument as in the proofof Lemma 3.1 yields Yf,,(x+ y) ~ Yf,,(x )+Yf,,(y) 
for all x,y > 0. 
The main result of this section is given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. If the variance function O'~(t) of a centered Gaussian process 17(!) with 
stationary increments satisfies C l-C2, then 
(3.2) 
where £,, > 0 and is finite. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in Section 6.2. 0 
Ifl'/(t)=Ba;z(t) is a fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter a/2 (aE(0,2)), 
then it is known that Theorem 3.1 holds (see Piterbarg, 1996, p. 16, Theorem D.2). 
Yfs.12 are known in the literature as the Pickands constants. 
By the generalized Pickands constants we mean the constants £,, introduced in 
Theorem 3. I. 
In the following theorem we give a criterion that enables us to compare the gener-
alized Pickands constants J'f11 • 
Theorem 3.2. Let 17 1 ( t ), 172 (t) be centered Gaussian processes with stationary incre-
ments that satisfy Cl-C2. If for all t ;;:::: 0 
(3.3) 
then 
(3.4) 
Proof. The complete proof is presented in Section 6.3. D 
Remark 3.1. Observe that the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 holds also for l'/2 = B1(t) 
(that is for a~{t) = t2 ). The proof of this fact is analogous to the proof of Theorem 
3.2 with the exception that instead of X~~;u(t) we take X(( I + b)t/( J2u) ), where X(t) 
is a stationary Gaussian process with covariance function R(t) = exp(-ltl 2 ). 
Corollary 3.1. If the variance function ~(t) of 17(t)= J~ Z(s)ds satisfies Cl-C2, where 
Z(s) is a stationary centered Gaussian process with covariance function R(t), then 
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Proof. Note that 
a~(t) = fo1 11 Cov(Z(v),Z(w)) dv dw ~ R(O)t2 = R(O)a1Jt). 
where (3.5) follows from the fact that .Jf'B1 = 1/ Ji. This completes the proof. D 
In the following corollary we find an upper bound for £., in the case of 11(t) with 
covariance function a;,(t) fulfilling some integrability conditions. 
Corollary 3.2. If 11(t)= J~ Z(s)ds satisfies SRD.1, SRD.3 and R(t) ~ 0 for each t ~ 0, 
where Z(t) is a centered stationary Gaussian process with covariance function R(t), 
then 
Proof. Let Y=2f000 R(v)dv. From SRD.l, SRD.3 and the fact that R(t) ~ 0 for each 
t ~ 0 we infer that 
a~(t) = 211 ls R(v) dvds 
= Yt-2100 vR(v)dv+2 f 00(v-t)R(v)dv (3.6) 
~ Yt = a:rrB112 (t) (3.7) 
and 11(t) satisfies Cl-C2 with ::xo = 2 and ::x00 = 1. 
Analogous considerations as in the proof of Corollary 3.l yield 
.1't ../YB112 ( T) = .1t'B112 ( TT). (3.8) 
Since .1t'B112 = 1, then combining (3.8) with (3.7) and Theorem 3.2 we complete the 
proof. D 
4. Double sum method 
Theorem 2.1 enables us to obtain exact asymptotics for some families of Gaussian 
processes with variance function that attains its maximum at a unique point. 
For the introduced in Section 2 family {X.,;u(t); u > O} of centered Gaussian pro-
cesses we additionally assume that for sufficiently large u > 0 the function ax~,.(t) 
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attains its maximum at a unique point tu with 0 < tu < oo. Without loss of generality we 
assume oJ~) tu) = I. Furthermore we claim that { X,,;uCt ); u > 0} satisfies the following 
conditions. 
Dl Condition DO is fulfilled for (t,s) := (t + tu,S +tu). 
D2 There exist f3 > 0 and a function g(u) such that 
1
1 - ax~.(t + fu) I 
sup · 1 - I -+ 0 as u -+ oo. 
s,tEJ(u) It IP /g-(u) 
D3 f(u)/g(u)-+ 0 as u-+ oo. 
Theorem 4.1. If the family {X,,;11(t)} satisfies Dl-D3 with Ll(u) = (g(u)log(n(u))/ 
n(u))21P, where n(u) is such that Iimu_.00 n(u)=oo and limu_.00 f(u)/n(u)= 1, then 
IP (sup X11;u(t + fu) > n(u)) = 2Jlf,,~(l!f3\A(u))- 1 P(n(u))(l + o(l)) (4.1) 
tEJ(u) 
as u-+ oo and A(u) = (n(u)/g(u))21P. 
Proof. The proof is given in Section 6.4. 0 
Remark 4.1. Note that, under conditions of Theorem 4.1, if J(u) = [0,(g(u) 
log(n(u))/n(u))21P], then P(sup1EJ(u)X,,;u(t + tu)> n(u)) = Jfft1(T(l//3)//3)(A(u))- 1 
P(n(u))(I + o(l)) as u-+ oo. 
In the next theorem we present a special case of Theorem 4.1, where we assume that 
in condition DI we have 11(t) = Ba;2(t) for et E (0, 2]. The property of multiplicativity 
of the variance function a~ ,(t) =ta of fractional Brownian motion Ba;2(t) enables us 
•I-
to relax the assumption that f(u) in DI is of the same order as n(u). 
Theorem 4.2. If the family {X11;u(t)} satisfies Dl-D2 with 17(t)=BIY.;2(t) for et E (0,2] 
and Ll(u)=(g(u)log(n(u))/n(u))21P, where n(u) is such that limu_.00 n(u)=oo and 
limu-+oo (n(u)/g(u)) 11P(j(u)/n(u))11a = 0, then 
lfJl (sup X,,; 11 (t +tu)> n(u)) 
tEJ(u) 
= 2Jlfs.;2T<1//3) (g(u))2;p (n(u))2/a P(n(u))(I +o(l)) 
f3 n(u) f(u) 
as u-+ oo. 
Proof. The proof is presented in Section 6.4 after the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
Remark 4.2. If DI-D2 are satisfied with f(u),g(u) being constant functions, then 
combination of limu-+oo (n(u)/g(u)) 11P(j(u)/n(u))11a=O with limu-+oo n(u)=oo implies 
et< f3. In this case Theorem 4.2 is a part of Theorem I in Piterbarg and Prisyazhnyuk 
(1978). 
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5. Exact asymptotics of IP>(sup1,. 0 J~ Z(s)ds - et> u) 
In this section we find the exact asymptotics of if;(u) = IP>(sup1,. 0 ((t) - et> u) for 
the SRD model. Let G = 1 / f000 R(t) dt and B = ft tR(t) dt. 
Theorem 5.1. If W) possesses the SRD property, then 
if;(u) = .n'CcG/V2K e-c2G2Be-Gcu(l + o(l )) 
Ge2 
as u _, oo. (5.1) 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.1 is presented in Section 6.5. D 
Remark 5.1. Since crz(t) = 2 f~ R(s) ds, then SRD.2 is equivalent to the fact that u~(t) 
is strictly increasing. It ensures that JrCcG/V2K exists (Theorem 3.1) and assumption 
DI of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied. In the language of the spectral density function fR(t) 
of the covariance function R( t) we have 
fo1R(s)ds=211 1 00 cos(xs)fR(x)dxds 
= 2 joo sin(xt) fR(x) dx 
0 x 
(5.2) 
Hence if 0 < fR(O) < oo and fR(x)/x is non increasing for x ;:;::: 0, then from (5.2) 
assumption SRD.2 is satisfied. Moreover G = 1/(nfR(O)). 
Remark 5.2. Using Corollary 3.1 we are able to give an asymptotical upper bound: 
1. IP>(supt~o((t)-t>u) 1 (5.3) 1msup "" , ~ . 
u--+oo J R( 0 )/2n e-G-B e-Gu 
This result is consistent with the asymptotical upper bound obtained by D~bicki and 
Rolski (1995). 
6. Proofs 
In this section we prove theorems presented in Sections 2-5. 
6.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
The idea of the proof is analogous to the proof of Pickands lemma presented in 
Piterbarg ( 1996, Lemma D.l) and is based on the fact that 
IP> (. sup X ~1 , ••• ,~N;uUi. ... .tN) > n( u )) 
(11 , ... ,IN )E[O,T]N 
1 1 2 = ~ exp(-v /2) 
v2n IR 
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xlfll ( sup X,11 , ... .r/N;u(t1, •.. ,tN) > n(u)IXry1,. . .,ryN;u(O, ... ,O)=v) dv 
(11,. . .,IN )E[O,T]N 
= P(n(u))(l + o(l )) /exp (w - 2 ~2 )) J'UJ!. n (u 
X lfD (. sup v ~u(ti, ... , fN) > OJI X,11 , ... ,11N;11(0, ... , 0) = 112 (:/u~ OJ) dw, 
\11 ,. .. ,IN )E[O,T]' 
(6.1) 
and 
i. ( (1)2 ) lim exp co- --
u--+oo 'UJi. 2n2(u) 
xlfll ( sup . ~uU1,. .. ,tN)>wlXry,,. .. ,,1N;u(0, ..• ,0)=n(u)- ~u)) dw 
(11 •... ,l,v )E[O,T]N n U 
(6.2) 
where ( 6.1) is a consequence of changing of variables v=n( u)-w/n( u) and the notation 
~u(t1, ... JN) = n(u)(X ,11 , .. ,r/N;11U1, ... , fN) - n(u)) + (!). Equality ( 6.2) is a consequence 
of the fact that the family of processes 
XuCt1, ... ,tN)=~uCt1, ... ,tN)i (xry,, ... .r/x;u(O, ... ,O)=n(u)- 11~1~)), 
0:::;; t1, ... ,tN:::;; T 
converges weakly in C[O, rt to the Gaussian process 
{2N 1 N 7 
xU1,. .. ,tN) = v NL IJ;(t;) - NL u;j,(t;). 
i=l i=I 
The proof of the weak convergence is analogous to the relevant part of the proof of 
Lemma D. I in Piterbarg ( 1996) and is based on the convergence of finite dimensional 
distributions of the appropriate processes and tightness of family x11(t1, .•. , tN ). In the 
sequel we argue that x11(t 1,. •• JN) is tight. 
In order to prove the tightness of x11 (t1,. .. ,tN) it suffices to show that the se-
quence of centered processes xfi>1(t1,. .. , tN) = XuUi. .. ., fN) - 1Ex,,(t1,. .. JN) is tight. 
Since x~0>co, ... , 0) = 0 for all u > 0, then a straightforward consequence of Strafs 
criterion for tightness of Gaussian fields (Straf, 1972) implies that it suffices to show 
that for any p, 12 > 0 there exists f> E (0, l) and u0 > 0 such that 
!Pl ( sup lx~1° 1 (s1,. . .,sN) - x~,0 l(ti, .. ., tN )I ~ µ) :::;; e<>N 
{ (s1 ,. .. ,SN): ll(s1 , ... ,SN )-(11 , ... ,IN lll .:;6} 
(6.3) 
for each (t1,. .. ,tN)E[O,Tt and u > uo, where ll(t1,. . .,tN)ll =max;E{I,. .. ,N}it;l. 
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Note that for sufficiently large u 
N N 
IE(x~0l(t1, ... ,tN) - x~0 \s1, ... ,SN ))2 ~ L a~,(it; - s;i) ~ c 2L: it; - sdai,O 
i=l i=l 
for all (t1, ... ,tN ), (s 1, ... , SN) E (0, rt, some constant C > 0 and ct.;,o being the indices 
of regularity at 0 of a~,(t) respectively. Thus 
max . Var(x~,°l(s1, ... ,sN)- x~,°J(t1, ... ,tN)) 
{ (s1 ,. . .,SN),(/1, ... ,/N ): ll(s1 , ... ,SN )-(11 , ... ,/.~ Jll <><l} 
N 
~ c22.:lcW''·o_ 
i=l 
which combined with Borell's theorem gives ( 6.3 ). D 
6.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
Before the proof of Theorem 3.1 we need some technical lemmas that are also of 
independent interest. We begin with the proof of Lemma 3 .1. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. It suffices to note that under notation of Theorem 2.1, for suffi-
ciently large u, 
IP ( sup. x,,), .. ,l/N;ll(tl,···,tN) > n(u)) 
(11, ... ,IN JE[O,T]N 
Now applying Theorem 2.1 to both sides of the above inequality we complete the 
proof D 
The following lemmas play a crucial role in sequel. 
Lemma 6.1. fl the variance fi.mction a;,(t) of a centered Gaussian process 17(t) with 
stationary increments satisfies C l-C2, then for each C > 1 there exists e > 0 such 
that 
. O"~( Ct) mf-~-. ;:::: 1 +e. 
1>0 O"i](t) 
Moreover for each e E (0, 1) there exists C > 1 such that 
a~(t) 
sup-2 7-- ~ 1 - e. 
t>O a,7(Ct) 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 6.1 follows from assumption C2 that a~( t) is regularly 
varying at 0 and at oo and the fact that a;,(t) is strictly increasing. D 
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Lemma 6.2. If family {X 1i;z1(t); u > O} of centered Gaussian processes with continuous 
sample paths satisfies DO with Ll(u) such that limu--+oo Ll(u) = oo and 
?(Ll( )) 
lim a;, 11 · < 1/2, (6.4) 
U--+OC f2(U) 
then for each T > 0, /3 > 0 and n(u) such that Iimu--+oo f(u)/n(u) = 1 
IP' ( sup. XIJ;u(s) > n(u); sup X IJ;u(t) > n(u)) 
sE[O.T] tE[o+T,o+2T] 
(6.5) 
as u ---+ oo. Inequality ( 6.5) holds uniformly with respect to u for 3 ::;:;; Ll(u) - 2T. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.3 in Piterbarg 
( 1996) and thus we present only the main steps of the argumentation. 
Consider the Gaussian field Yu(s, t) = X11;u(S) + X11;u(t) and let Ao = [O, T], Ao+r = 
[/3 + T, c) + 2T] for 0 ~ 3 ::;:;; Ll(u) - 2T. We have 
IP' ( sup X,1;u(t) > n(u); sup X,1;u(t) > n(u)) 
IE[O,TJ 1E[o+T,o+2T] 
::;:;; IP ( sup Yu(s, t) > 211( u)) . 
(s, tlEAo XA,;+r 
Note that for each s E A0, t E A<>+r and sufficiently large u 
a;,( It - si) 
Var(Y11(s,t)))!4-4 f'?(. )!2 
. - u) 
and 
u~(lt - sl) a~(o) 
Var(Yu(s,t))::;:;;4- J2(u) ::;:;;4- J2(u)' 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
where (6.7) follows from (6.4). Let Y11(s,t)= Y,,(s,t)/JVar(Y,,(s,t)) and observe that 
IP ( sup. Y 11 (s,t) > 2n(u)) 
(s,t)EAo xAs+r 
::;:;; IP ( sup Y,,(s, t) > 2n(u) ) . 
(s,t)EAoxAJ+r /4 - a~(c))/J2(u) 
Moreover for each s, s1 E Ao and t, t1 E A0+r 
- - 2 4 . . 2 IE(Y,,(s,t)-Y 11 (s1,t1))::;:;; V Y( ) IE(Y11(s,t)-Y11(s1,t1)) 
ar( u s, t ) 
- . - ? - - 2 
::::;; 4(1E(X,i;z,(s) - X1J;u(s1) )- + IE(X,1;u(t) - X ry;uU1)) ) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
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where the existence of constant Co in (6.10) follows from Lemma 6.1. Hence for 
XJ;~ ( t ), x~;> ( t) being independent copies of the process X 11;u( t) the covariance function 
of the process ?i<XJ;~(Cos) +x~;>(Cot)) is dominated by the covariance function of 
Yu(s,t). Thus from Slepian's inequality (see Piterbarg, 1996, Theorem C.1) 
IP( sup .i\,(s,t)> 2n(u) ) 
(s,t)EAoxAa+r J4 - a~(b)/j2(u) 
~IP ( sup ~CXJ;~(Cos) +xg/(C0t)) > 2n(u) ) (6.11) 
(s,t)EAij v2 J4 - a~(b)/ J2(u) 
= .Yf11, 11(CoT)'f' ( 2n(u) ) (1 + o(l)) (6.12) J4 - a~(b)/f2(u) 
(6.13) 
where (6.11) holds uniformly with respect to u for b ~ Ll(u)-2T and (6.12) follows 
from the combination of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1. Thus the assertion of Lemma 
6.2 follows by combining (6.6), (6.9) and (6.13). D 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since .Yt11(T) is subadditive, it suffices to prove that 
1. . f Jlf,,( T) 0 1mm -T- > . 
r-oo 
The above follows from the same argumentation, as in the proof of the existence of 
classical Pickands constants presented in Piterbarg ( 1996, the proof of Theorem D.2 ), 
applied to the family X11;u(t) = 17(u + t). D 
6.3. Proof of Theorem 3.2 
Let b > 0 be given. Define 
-(5) 1]1(a;;1(u) + (1 + b)t) 
x,,1·u(t) = -~-!~-----
' a111 Ca;;; (u) + (1 + b)t) 
-(5) 1]2(a;n 1(u) + (1 + b)t) 
X,/z;u(t) = a112 (a;;; 1(u) + (1 + O)t) 
and observe that from C l-C2 the inverse functions a; 1 ( u ), a; 1 ( u) are well defined. 
From Lemma 6.1 there exists e > 0 such that 
<T~2 ((1 + b)t) :;:i: (I + e)2 cr~2 (t) 
for each t ;:.: 0. 
(6.14) 
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Let T > 0 be given. From Lemma 2.1 processes X~~:u(t), X~~:u(t) satisfy DO with 
f(u) = v2.u, L1(u) = T and 17=111 or 17 = 112, respectively. Thus for s,t E [O, T] and 
sufficiently large u 
-(b) -(b) 1 IT~2 ((l+D)!t-s!) 
1 - Cov(X,12 ;u(t),X112 ;uCs)) ~ 1 + e Zu2 
>-:(l+ )a~/lt-sl) 
.._. e 2u2 ( 6.15) 
(6.16) 
where (6.15) follows from (6.14) and (6.16) follows from the fact that a~1 {t) ~ a~2 (t). 
Hence for each b > 0, t > 0 and sufficiently large u we can apply Slepian's 
inequality 
( -(0) r,:: ) ( -(/)) r,:: ) P sup x,,2;uU) > v2u = P sup X 112 ;uU) > v2u 
tE[O,(l+ll)T] IE[O,T] 
( -(0) r,:: ) ~ P sup X 111 ;u(t) > v2u . 
IE[O,T] 
To complete the proof it is enough to note that from Theorem 2.1 
and 
P ( sup X~~~u(t) > Vzu) = .n"m((l + b)T)P(Vzu)(l + o(l)) 
tE[0,(1+5)T] 
P (sup X~~~11 (t) > Vzu) = £,,JT)P(Vzu)(l + o(l)) 
IE[O,T] 
(6.17) 
as u--+ oo. Combining this with (6.17) we obtain that £,,2 ((1 + b)T) ~ ,n;1(T) for 
each b > 0. Having in mind that £,,1 =limr-oo £,,1(T)/T and .n;2 =limr-+oo .n"ri2(T)/T 
the proof is completed. D 
6.4. Proof of Theorem 4.1 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 4.1 is analogous to the proof of Theorem D.3 
(Piterbarg, 1996) and thus we present only the main steps of the argumentation. 
In the proof we denote for short e(u) = P(suptEJ(u)X'l;u(t +tu)> n(u)). From 02 
for each e E ( 0, 1 ) there exists uo such that for u ~ uo and t E J ( u) 
e(u) ~ P ( sup X71 ;uCt +tu) 1 ~ > n(u)) = 81(u) 
tEJ(u) 1 + (1 - e) (u) 
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and 
G(u) ~IP (supl\i;z,(t + t,,) 1 P > n(u)) = 82(u). 
tEJ, 1 + (1 + e)~ 
. a-(u) 
The rest of the proof consists of two parts, where an upper and lower bound for G(u) 
is derived. 
1°. (Upper bound) Our goal is to prove that 
r G(u) ~ 1 (6.18) 1,~~p 2£;1(I'(l/{3)/{3)(A(u))- 1 'I'(n(u)) "' -
Since G(u) ~ 81(u), we focus on the asymptotics of 81(u). Let T > 0 be given and 
let Ll(u) = (g(u) log(n(u))/n(u))21fi'. Note that Ll(u) -r oo as u -r oo. We consider a 
skeleton Jk = [kT, (k + 1 )T] of IR and define events 
Ck(u) = { 
max,Elk {X,i;u(t + 111) > n(u)(l + ( 1 - f. )l(k + 1 )TI/I /g2(u))} k = -1, -2,. .. 
max1Elk {X,1;u(t + lu) > n(u)(I + ( 1 - s)lkTlft jg2(u))} k = 0, 1,. ... 
( 6.19) 
Now using the Bonferroni 's inequality and Theorem 2.1 we get 
-(Ll(u)/T)-1 ~k~Ll(u)/T 
( ( J(k + l)TJfi)) L ;Yf,i( T) '!' n( u) I + ( I - i.:) 2 u (1 + o(l ) ) -(Ll(u)/T)-l~k~O g ( ) 
+ """'. Yt'ry( T)'I' (n(u) (1 + (1 - 1:;) l~TJli)) (I + o(l) )-~ g~(u) 
O<k~Ll(u)!T 
~ £;,(T)'I'(n(u)) """' TA(u)exp(-(1 - i:;)(TA(u)i(k + l)Jl) 
"' TA(u) ~ 
-(L1(11)/T)-l ~k~O 
x( I + o( 1)) 
+ £;,(T) 'I'(n(u)) """' TA(u) exp( -(I - e )(TA(u )k)fi' )( 1 + o(l)) 
TA(u) ~ 
O<k~Ll(u)!T 
(6.20) 
as u -r oo, where A(u)=(n(u)/g(u))21/i Since limu-+ooA(u)=O (sec D3 and assumption 
that limu-+oo f(u )/n(u) = I), then letting u -r oo and T -r oo in such a way that 
TA(u) -r 0, we obtain 
. 01(u) 
lim sup . . . . . 1.00 1 P . ~ 1. u-+oo 2£,1( 1P(n(u))/A(u)), 0 e-( -s)x dx. 
Using that {3 j~00 e_,P dx =I'( l/f1) and letting e -r 0 we obtain (6.18). 
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2°. (Lower bound) To get 
. . 8(u) 
hmmf . . ~ 1 
11-too 2.Yf,1(f(l/fi)//3)(A(u))- 1 'I'(n(u)) 
we have to adapt the preceding proof as follows. 
Define events 
1 { maxrEJk {,\' ~;u(t + lu) > n(u )(1 + (1 + c )lkTlfi jg2(u))} k = -1, -2, ... 
Ck(u) = - . . /I 1 
max1Eli {X,1;u(t + tu) > n(u)( 1 + (1 + c )l(k + 1 )TI Jg (u))} k = 0, 1,. ... 
Using Bonferroni's inequality 
P(C~(u)) 
-(A(u)/T),,,;k<:;(A(u)/T)-1 
-2 
-(.1(11)/T) ,,,;k < l ,,,;(A(u)/T)-1 
Thus it suffices to prove that 
P(C[(u) n Cf(u)). 
lim E-(A(u)/T)<:;k<l,,,;(A(u)/T)-1 P(C[(u) n Cf(u)) = 0 
11-+oo (A(u))- 1 P(n(u)) ' 
167 
( 6.21) 
(6.22) 
which, using Lemma 6.2, follows by the same argumentation as the estimation of 
the double sum in the proof of Theorem D. l in Piterbarg ( 1996 ). This completes the 
proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof follows from the straightforward application of 
Theorem 4.1 to the family 
(( f(u))2/~ ) Y~·u(t +tu) =X1p1 -- t + t,, . 
' ' n(u) 0 
6.5. Proof of Theorem 5.1 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 5.1 is based on an appropriate application of 
Theorem 4.1. Namely since 
lfi(u) = P (sup((t)- et> u) = P (sup((!) - t > !!_) 
r;;.o 1;;.o c c 
it suffices to give the proof for c = 1. Thus without loss of generality we assume that 
c = 1. 
We rewrite 
P (sup(((t) - t) > u) = P (supXcuU) > m(u)), 
1;;.o 1;;.o 
where X~;u(t) = (((t)/(u + t))m(u) and m(u) = min1;;,o (u + t)/u::,(t). 
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Remark 6.1. Condition SRD yields 
1.t1s ? a~(t)=2 R(v)dvds=-=-t-2B+r(t), 
o o G 
(6.23) 
where 
as t -+ oo (see Ibragimov and Linnik, 1971 ). Hence 
0-~(t) = 2 R(v)dv = - + o( 1.) i·t 2 
' o G 
(6.24) 
as t -+ oo and O'~(t) = 2R(t). 
' 
Lemma 6.3. If the variance function az(t) of the process ((t) satisfies Cl-C2, then 
for 
g,.u(t) = ((h(u) + t) 
,, rT((h( u) + t) 
where h(u) is such that lim,1_, 00 h(u) = oo, there exists constant C > 0 such that for 
each hr = [l),O + T] c [ - h(u)/2,h(u)] and si~fficiently large u 
IPl (sup X;:;u(t) > w) :( IPl (sup X;:;u(Ct) > w) 
tE!o,r tEio,T 
( 6.25) 
for all w > 0. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is based on Slepian's inequality. Lets, t Elo,T· Hence 
for sufficiently large u we have 
s + c),t + 6 Eh.TC [ - h(u)/2,h(u)]. 
From the definition of X cuCt ), for sufficiently large u we have 
IE(X ;:;u(t + <'>) - x \;;u(S + 6) )2 
= 2(1 - Cov(X;:;11(t + c'i),X;:;u(s + c'i))) 
a~( It - sl) 
' C5;:,(h( u) + s + 6)C5;:(h(u) + t + o) 
(C5;:(h(u) + t + 6) - a;:(h(u) + s + 6))2 
e5;:(h(u) +s + c'i)C5;:(h(u) + t + b) 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
From (6.26) it follows that h(u)+s+o,h(u)+t+b > h(u)/2 and since e5;:(t) is increasing, 
the expression in (6.27) is less or equal than a[( lt-sl )/( a;:(h(u)/2 )a;:(h(u )/2 )). Now by 
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Remark 6.1 and Lemma 6.1, there exist constants C1, C2 > 0 such that 
<r~(lt - sJ) <r~(Jt - si) <T;( C2Jt - si) 
' ~ C1 ' ~ _ _,_, __ _ 
<rc(h(u )/2 )<r,(h( u )/2) a,(h( u) )<r,(h(u)) <rc(h( u) )<r,(h(u)) 
Furthermore, by Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 2.1, there exists constant C > 0 such that the 
above is less or equal to 
- - - - 2 2(1- Cov(X(;u(Ct),Xc;u(Cs))) = IE(Xc;u(Ct)-Xc;u(Cs)). 
Now it is enough to use Slepian's inequality to complete the proof. D 
Lemma 6.4. If((!) possesses SRD property then, for sufficiently large u, function 
su(t) = (u + t)2 /<rt(t) attains its minimum at the unique point tu such that 
tu = u( 1 + o(l)) as u --+ oo. (6.28) 
Proof. First we prove the uniqueness of the maximum of su(t). The idea of the proof 
is to show that for sufficiently large u the equation 
s~(t) = 0 (6.29) 
is satisfied for exactly one point t =tu. 
Let </J(t) = 2(<rt(t)/d'~(t)) - t. Since s;,(t) = (2<rt{t)(u + t) - az(t)(u + t)2)/(u + t)4 , 
then ( 6.29) is equivalent to the fact that, for each sufficiently large u, </J(t) = u holds 
for exactly one point t = tu. 
Thus, using that limt-->o <f>(t) = 0, it is enough to prove that </J( t) is ultimately strictly 
increasing and limt-+oo </>(t) = oo. 
It follows from the fact that due to SRD (see also Remark 6.1) we have 
limt-->oo ~(t)O't(t) = 0 and hence 
lim <f/(t) = lim (1 - <rz(t)O'~(t)) =I. (6.30) 
Hoo Hoo ( az(t))2 
In order to prove ( 6.28) note that from ( 6.23) and ( 6.24) we have ( <TtUu )/ azUu)) = 
tu( 1 + o( l)) as u --+ oo. Since for the point fu we have 
<Tf (tu) 
</>Uu) = 2-.2-- - tu = u 
O" ((tu) 
then the proof of (6.28) is completed. D 
In the sequel, t11 will denote the point at which s11(t) = (u + t)2/<rt(t) attains its 
minimum. 
Proposition 6.1. If((!) possesses SRD property, then 
m2(u) = 2Gu + 2G2B + o(I) as u--+ oo. ( 6.31) 
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Proof. The idea of the proof is to find asymptotical upper and lower bounds for m(u) 
as u--* oo. 
Let b E (0, I) be given. From Lemma 6.4 for sufficiently large u 
( ) . (u + t)2 mu= mm . 
IE[(l-tl)lu,{1 +li)tu] CJ"~( t) (6.32) 
Following Remark 6.1 and Lemma 6.4, for sufficiently large u and t E [(l - 8)tu, ( 1 + 
b)tu], we have 
cr~(t) ~ ~t - 2B + ~ (6.33) 
' G u 
2 2 2 
a,(t) ~ 0 t - 2B - ;;· (6.34) 
Combining (6.32) with (6.33) and (6.34) we obtain 
(u + t)2 2G2 
m(u) ~ min = 2Gu + 2BG2 + -
tE[(l-b)tu,(l+b)lu] (2/G)t - 2B - 2/u U 
(u + t)2 2G2 
m(u) ~ min = 2Gu + 2BG2 - -
tE[(l-li)lu,(l+li)lu] (2/G)t - 2B + 2/u U 
for sufficiently large u. 
This completes the proof. D 
Lemma 6.5. If ((t) possesses SRD property, then the family x,;u(t)=(W)/(u+t))m(u) 
Ju/fills conditions Dl-D2 with /3 = 2, g(u) = J2(u + tu), f(u) = G<J,(tu), 11(t) = 
(G/J2)W) and 
J(u) = [ - Ll(u),Ll(u)], (6.35) 
where Ll(u) = (g(u)log(m(u))/m(u))21f1. 
Proof. Note that Xe;u(t +tu)= ((t + tu)/cr,(t + fu) and (L'.l(u)/tu) --* 0. Thus Dl is 
satisfied for f(u) = Grr,Ctu) and 11(t) = (G/J2)((t). Moreover 
<J,(t + fu) 
crx,. (t + lu) = m(u) . 
·" U + t +tu 
Hence 
'l'J(u, t) = rrx,,.(t + t11 ) - 1 
!t20',(tu + 8)(u +tu) 
=~------
a,Ctu)(u +tu+ t) ' (6.36) 
where (6.36) follows from the expansion of crc(t +tu) into a Taylor series with respect 
to t where e E [ - L'.l(u), L'.l(u)]. Since rr~(t) E C2 (see Remark 6.1) and 
.. az(x) 1 (crz(x))2 
<Jc(x) = 2crc(x) - 4 rrt(x) ' 
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then dividing (6.36) by t 2 we obtain 
fJ(u,t) (jz(tu + 8)(u +tu) (a~(tu + 8))2(u +tu) 
--P 4u1Ctu + B)cr\(tu)(u +tu+ t) - 8 IT~( tu+ 8)cr::,(tu)(u + fu + t) 
=Si -S2. 
Now from Remark 6.1 we immediately get that S2/( Vi(u + t11 )) --+ 1 as u --+ oo, 
unifonnly with respect t, 8 E [ - L1 ( u ), LI ( u)]. Moreover uniformly for e E [ - L1 ( u ), L1 ( u)] 
(6.37) 
as u--+ oo, where (6.37) is a consequence of SRD. This completes the proof. D 
Lemma 6.6. If ((t) possesses SRD property, then for J(u) defined by (6.35) 
IP ( s.up X\;uU) > m(u)) =IP (sup Xe;u(t + t11 ) > m(u)) ( 1 + o(l )) (6.38) 
IE[O.oo) tEJ(u) 
as u--+ oo. 
Proof. To prove ( 6.38) it is sufficient to show that 
IP( sup .·Xr,;11(t+t11 )>m(u)) =o(P(m(u))) 
tE[-tu.oo )\J(u) 
as u--+ oo. Let Ll(u) and J(u) be the same as defined in Lemma 6.5. We have 
IP ( sup X:;;uU + t 11 ) > m(u)) 
IE[-lu,oo)\J(u) 
~ IP ( sup X.;; 11 (t + t 11 ) > m(u)) 
tE[-tu.-lu/2] 
+IP ( sup X.;;uU + t11 ) > m(u)) 
IE[-tu/2,-Ll(u)]U[Ll(ll),lu] 
+IP ( sup Xc;uCt +tu)> m(u)). 
tE[t,,oo) 
(6.39) 
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Let ax,,.(A)=max1E[-t.,oo)\J(u)O'x,,.(t+tu). Note that from Lemma 6.4 and Lemma 6.5 
for sufficiently large u 
A 1 L1 2(u) 1 O'\'. ( ) :::::;; - :::::;; ----...,..-----
• ''" 2(u + tu)2 1 + log2(m(u))/m2(u)' 
From Lemma 6.3 there exists C > 0 such that for sufficiently large u and [i,i + l] C 
{[ - tu/2, -A(u)] U [A(u),tu]} we have 
( - ( log2(m(u)))) IP sup X(;uCt +tu)> m(u) 1 + 2( ) 
tE[i,i+l] m U 
:::::;; IP (sup X(;u(Ct +tu)> m(u) (1 + log2;~z(u)))). 
IE[O,l] m u) 
Hence 
IP ( sup x,;uCt +tu)> m(u)) 
tE[-lu/2,-Ll(u)]U[Ll(u),lu] 
:::::;; L IP( sup_ X(;u(t+tu)>m(u)(1+ 10g2;7(~)))) 
1 IE[-1,-i+l] m U 
Ll(u)-1,._i,._ 'f+l 
( _ ( log2(m(u)))) ~ tulP sup X(;u(Ct +tu)> m(u) 1 + 2( 
tE[O,lJ m u) 
( ( log2(m(u)))) =t11 ConstlJ' m(u) l+ m2(u) (l+o(l))=o(IJ'(m(u)). (6.40) 
The proof of 
IP ( sup Xc;uU +tu)> m(u)) +IP ( sup Xe;uCt +tu)> m(u)) 
IE[-1.,-1./2] tE[t.,oo) 
=o(IJ'(m(u)) ( 6.41) 
follows in a straightforward way from Borell's inequality and the fact that 
sup o-i. ( t + tu) :::::;; 1 - Const2, 
1E[-lu,-lu/2]U[lu,OO) "" 
where Const2 > 0 is a constant. Thus (6.40) combined with (6.41) completes the proof. 
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. From Lemma 6.6 we have 
Thus 
IP' (sup(W)- t) > u) =IP' (supXc;11(t) > m(u)) 
t~O t~O 
IP' (sup(({t) - t) > u) 
t~O 
=IP' (sup X::,;u(t) > m(u)) (1 + o(l)). 
tEJ(u) 
2,;lt(G·v'lVI'( 1/2) ( m(u) )-2//J 
= .. _, v'2 · P(m(u))(l+o(l)) 
2 2(u + t,,) 
2fa .. 
=,/1r.'Yt(G/v'2J::, JG P(m(u))(l +o(l)) 
(6.42) 
( 6.43) 
where (6.42) and (6.43) follow from Lemma 6.5 and Theorem 4.2 and the fact that 
I'(l/2) =fa. This completes the proof. 0 
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